Rhodesian Ridgeback Charitable Foundation 2016 Donor List

2016 RRCF LEGACY DONORS - $999.00 UP TO $4999.00

- Cindy Ackerman - In Memory of Kimani’s Shebele Belle RN SC HIC CGC "Shelby", Southridge Spirit of Samburu CD RE AX NJP HIC CGC "Sammie", CH Rare Earth's Cleared For Take Off CD LCM2 VCX AXJ OA HIC RN CGC VCX "Tango" and CH Rare Earth History in Motion FCH CD VC CGC "Tory"
- Lindsey & Ellen Allen
- Natalie Bandeian-Zoll
- Chris Demery
- Mary Lynne Elliott
- Jane Gentzen
- Sara Glasser - In Memory of Steve Glasser
- Judy Lichtman & Stephan Tieszen In Honor of "Echobe" BISS CH Ridgelea's Vartan the Master JC ROM
- Peggy McCoy - In Honor of LeCreme Ridgebacks
- Roger & Jane Missimer - In Memory of BIF CH Merlanda's Sophisticated Sophie LCM5 NA NJW CD VC "Sophie" and MBIF CH Summits Lake Effect Star LCM3 OJW CGC VC HIC SC "Star"
- Jeff Nearhoof
- George Ohanesian
- Karen Pipkin

2016 FOUNDERS OF RRCF - $500 UP TO $1000

- Alan Alshouse - In Memory of Crosswicks Swingin On a Star
- John Arvin - In Honor of Mystic Isle Ridgebacks
- Joanne Berghold
- Denise Eberhard
- Cathy & Bill Marlin - In Memory of Stella & Comet
- Susan & Joe Newman - In Memory of Sandra Gordon Lentsch
- Barbara Rupert - In Honor of Oakhurst Ridgebacks
- Rosann Sexton - In Memory of George Sexton
- Karen Stewart - In Honor of Finn, Fiona, Sangna & Reese
- Northside Veterinary Hospital
- Betty Stephen

2016 FRIENDS OF RRCF - UP TO $499.00

- John Adams
- Judith Cheney - In Honor of Rufus
- Stacy Collins - In Memory of Rebel
- Teresa Conza - In memory of Zina, Nairobi & Wink
- Susan Downing
- Sally Fineburg
- Linda Fishkind
- Catherine Ford
- John Hamilton
• Ellen Kapen - In Memory of Harold Kapen MD
• Karen LaFleur
• Ellen Lomas - In Memory of Brita
• Edward Lyszczek - Firedance Ridgebacks Strider, Dehlah & Willow
• Rala Mandelson
• Joe McMahon
• Kelly Pierson - In Memory of Kanzi
• Mark & Anne Rudd
• Bill Sahloff
• Evelyn Strawn
• Elizabeth Sullivan
• Johnny Tayes - In Memory of Bogart
• Mike & Mary Teeling
• Carol June Walker
• Oakhurst Ridgebacks
• Beatrice Wetter